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(54) COMPUTER SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR FAST SELECTION OF NAMES IN A DATABASE OF 
PERSON DATA

(57) A computer system (1), comprising a computing unit designed to be coupled to a database (4) of person data
storing a plurality of records, each record including at least respective person name data and respective address location
data, the computing unit retrieving from the database (4) output records matching an input request, having at least a
name and an address to be searched, based on a combined evaluation of name similarity between the respective person
name data and the name to be searched and geographic proximity between the respective address location data and
the address to be searched. The computing unit implements indexing of the database records based on geo-coordinate
attributes derived from the respective address location data; evaluates the geographic proximity as a function of the
geo-coordinate attributes; and evaluates the name similarity based on Levenshtein distance implementing an extended
Universal Levenshtein Automata, designed to take into account language specific semantics.
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Description

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0001] This Patent application claims priority from Polish Patent Application No. P.424112 filed on December 29, 2017.

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0002] The present solution relates to a computer system and method for fast selection of names in a database of
person data.

BACKGROUND ART

[0003] The problem of fast selection of person/company names (in the following, reference will be made only to person
names, for sake of clarity, without this implying any loss of generality) in large databases of person data is a common
issue in modern information systems. One of core elements of an information system of any company providing goods
or services is indeed a database of persons names together with their addresses, phone numbers and various additional
attributes.
[0004] A typical database of person data stores a plurality of records containing person name (first and last name)
and address (including geo-coordinates) covering the population of a given area or country. Selection operations in the
database envisage finding (identifying) records or entries in the database that correspond to a desired person based on
provided input data.
[0005] With a hypothetical perfect technology, regardless of data quality provided by the user (as search criteria) and
the database content quality, if the requested person does appear in the database, it should always be found. In real
situations, however, person names in the database might contain errors (typos, missing information and/or irrelevant
information); also, the input search request can exhibit the same problems.
[0006] These errors may be due to human mistakes in the introduction of data, impairing data completeness/correctness
or including unnecessary information; or may even be due to bad faith and fraudulent behaviors, in case of persons that
purposely want to present themselves as not-identified, therefore making a combination of all of the above problems on
purpose, e.g. trying to "scramble" own personal data to "fool" the identification system. The above discussed errors may
also be due to technical problems, e.g. resulting from inter-operation of various information processing systems, such
as encoding problems, OCR (Optical Character Recognition) errors, or the like.
[0007] A common issue in known database systems can thus be formulated as follows: given an input request (including
at least a name and an address), efficiently finding similar names in the database records, with a high level of accuracy
and a fast search time.

DISCLOSURE OF INVENTION

[0008] The aim of the present solution is to solve, at least in part, the problems previously highlighted, and in general
to provide improved automated solutions for fast selection of names in a large database of person data.
[0009] According to the present solution, a computer system and a computer method are provided, as defined in the
appended claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] For a better understanding of the present invention, preferred embodiments thereof are now described, purely
by way of non-limiting examples, with reference to the attached drawings, wherein:

- Figure 1 is a schematic block diagram of a computer system according to the present solution;
- Figures 2A-2B, 3A-3B, 4A-4E, 5A-5B show exemplary hierarchical geographic areas, which are used for indexing

data in a person database, according to aspects of the present solution; and
- Figures 6-9 are flow charts relating to operations performed in the computer system, according to further aspects

of the present solution.

BEST MODE FOR CARRYING OUT THE INVENTION

[0011] In general, the present solution relates to the field of database record similarity matching.
[0012] The field of similarity matching has a broad research base; recent developments include the following:
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Klaus U. Schulz, Stoyan Mihov, "Fast String Correction with Levenshtein-Automata", International Journal on Doc-
ument Analysis and Recognition, November 2002, Volume 5, Issue 1, pages 67-85; and
Petar N. Mitankin, "Universal Levenshtein Automata. Building and Properties (Thesis)", Sofia, 2005, University St.
Kliment Ohridski.

[0013] These documents disclose the concept of Universal Levenshtein Automata (ULA), which is a finite state machine
created for a given Levenshtein distance (e.g. 1 or 2), that is able to quickly find for a given database of strings and an
input string, all strings from the database with the assumed Levenshtein distance from the input string; the Levenshtein
distance being a measure for the difference between two character strings as a minimum number of atomic changes
which are required to convert the first character string into the second character string (atomic changes are for example
the insertion, the deletion and the replacement of an individual letter).
[0014] The ULA concept is a generic one: it does not take the language semantics into account. In other words, given
an input name "ROS", it would return both "ROZ" and "ROB" as equally similar strings, both having a Levenshtein
distance of 1 against the input name. However, in real life applications, considering the language context, the "ROS/ROZ"
pair has much higher similarity than the "ROS/ROB" pair; in fact, the second example might not be even treated as
similar since they are distinct different first names.
[0015] Moreover, application of the ULA in the field of large databases of person data generally does not allow to
achieve a fast identification response.
[0016] As will be detailed in the following, aspects of the present solution therefore envisage:

- indexing of names in the database with geo-coordinate attributes, allowing fast lookup of similar names in geographic
proximity of a given input address, where the name similarity and the geographic proximity are jointly evaluated to
form a weighted measure (e.g. more similar names that are far geographically to the input can be considered to
differ more than less similar names close geographically to the input); and

- an extension of the ULA concept (in the following denoted as EULA, Extended ULA), so that it supports similarity
searching of names (first, last) with respect to languages, taking language specific semantics into account.

[0017] As schematically shown in Figure 1, the present solution is generally implemented as a computer system 1,
which may include a number of computing units 2, e.g. a personal computer, a laptop, or any kind of processing unit
including a data processor and providing a input user-interface, coupled (e.g. in a client-to-server relation) to a person
database 4 (PDB), storing personal data as records (or entries).
[0018] Each computing unit 2 is coupled to person database 4 via a communication link 5 and any kind of communication
interface, e.g. via a network interface or a GUI interface; person database 4 is generally arranged remotely from the
computing units 2, associated with a dedicated server 4’ provided with a respective processing unit.
[0019] Computing unit 2 and server 4’ cooperate to perform an automated method of fast selection of names in the
records of personal data stored in the person database 4, based on an input request provided via the input user-interface;
according to an embodiment, processing unit of server 4’ is designed to execute computer program instructions to allow
fast selection of names in the person database 4 in response to the input request.
[0020] In the following, the automated method implemented by the computer system 1 will be discussed in details;
even if reference will not always be made to the computing system 1, it is however understood that the automated
method is performed in the same computing system 1.
[0021] According to an embodiment, the person database 4 is conceptually treated as a set of records having the
following form:
[recordID; firstName; lastName; SID; houseNumber; geo-coordinates]. wherein SID (Street ID) is a unique identifier
assigned to a street based on the postal address reference; it is indeed assumed that each record in the person database
4, in addition to the first and last name tokens of the associated person and the address geo-coordinates, contains the
SID of the street address and the house number associated to the address.
[0022] A hierarchy of geolocation areas used for database name indexing is first described; starting from a smallest
geolocation area to a largest geolocation area, these geolocation areas are the following:

- GID: a square area, e.g. approximately 500m x 500m;
- SGS: a surrounding of a street;
- GACID: an area covering a group of "administrative" cities/villages; and
- GLOBAL: the whole territory or country.

[0023] In more details, it is assumed that each address in person database 4 (in particular, a corresponding house)
has geolocation attributes (in terms of latitude and longitude).
[0024] Raw geolocation attributes are not suitable for database indexing, since a single index lookup would only return
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a single geo-point (i.e. a single house). Therefore, the concept of Geo-ID (GID in short) is introduced, which provides:
coarser-granularity than raw geo-coordinates and an easy index lookup of neighboring geo-points.
[0025] GIDs are created as follows: the whole geographic area (e.g. Europe) is covered by a grid of squares, approx-
imately 500m x 500m; each square is identified by x and y coordinates, which, combined into one integer value, define
one GID. The combination of two coordinates (x, y) into a single integer value is for example performed as follows: 

where "<<" is the binary LEFT SHIFT operator, and "|" is the binary OR operator.
[0026] Figures 2A-2B show an exemplary GID, on a portion of a geographic area; also shown in Figure 2B are
surrounding GIDs, adjacent to the exemplary GID, here denoted with 6.
[0027] Basic operations on GIDs include parsing real geo-coordinates (latitude, longitude) from a GID and vice-versa,
e.g. according to the following expressions: 

[0028] Minimum longitude (in the example, -10.00000) and minimum latitude (in the example, 30.00000) are chosen
so that the GID infrastructure can cover the whole Europe. The longitude and latitude steps (in the example, 0.00675
and 0.00450) are chosen so that they approximate a 500m x 500m square in the middle of Europe (this approximation
is sufficient for indexing needs, Earth curvature need not be considered); this setup allows the GID to be a 4-byte integer
value. The concept is easily extendable to cover the whole world, using a longer integer for the GID (e.g. a 8-byte value),
or even smaller territories.
[0029] Basic operations on GIDs moreover include:

- transforming GID into approximate real geo-coordinates (in the center of the GID square) is a simple reverse of the
above transformation with a shift to the middle of the GID square;

- for a given GID, surrounding GIDs, moving north/south/east/west, can be determined with the following expressions:

directionNorth: getGid(getX(gid), getY(gid)+1);
directionSouth: getGid(getX(gid), getY(gid)-1);
directionEast : getGid(getX(gid)+1, getY(gid));
directionWest : getGid(getX(gid)-1, getY(gid)).

[0030] Using the above transformations, the set of GIDs in proximity of a given GID can easily be computed.
[0031] Figures 3A and 3B show the actual representation of GIDs for two exemplary countries, Germany and Poland,
where each pixel (in the original, not-resized image) is one GID, and the population of the GID is represented by the
color darkness.
[0032] The GID concept described above is a basic building block and the "smallest" object in which database name
indexing will be performed; the next object in the hierarchy is called "street geographical surrounding" (SGS), where
"street" here is intended to encompass the combination of street and postal code (an actual street spanning multiple
postal codes will thus be treated as multiple "streets").
[0033] The street geographical surrounding SGS of a location is a mapping SID → {SID1, SID2, ..., SIDn}, where the
mapped list of SIDs represents all streets that geographically surround a given SID; it is assumed that the list of surrounding
streets includes the street itself.
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[0034] Referring to Figures 4A-4D, the surrounding streets of a given SID 7 are found with the following SGS lookup
algorithm:

- find all GIDs (and their corresponding (x,y) coordinates) for the given SID, as shown in Figure 4A; this can be
achieved through iterating over all houses (from postal address reference) for the given SID 7;

- from the above GIDs, find min/max values of coordinates x and y, as shown in Figure 4B;
- get all GIDs determined by the above min/max values of x and y, as shown in Figure 4C;
- get all SIDs that cross all of the GIDs found in the previous operation, as shown in Figure 4D.

[0035] According to an aspect of the solution, the SGS thus determined may be "trimmed", based on the population
contained therein.
[0036] Indeed, as discussed above, the SGS only depends on the postal address reference data; it is independent of
the person database 4. Since the SGS is, however, only an indexing instrument to get the actual records (i.e. similar
person names) in the geographical surrounding of a given street, a problem may arise concerning the unpredictable
number of actual records in the SGS (i.e. the records on streets belonging to the SGS); this number can explode to
millions for congested areas of big cities.
[0037] Therefore, a "trimmed" version of the street geographical surrounding SGS may be introduced, which takes
into consideration the content of person database 4.
[0038] First, for each SID, the number of unique database records, in terms of (firstName, lastName) pairs, is deter-
mined, as the "SID name population". The above discussed SGS lookup algorithm for the "trimmed surrounding" may
envisage, instead of adding all SIDs that cross all of the GIDs found (as specified above), to:

- sort all GIDs found, by the geographical distance to the center of the area shown in Figure 4B; and
- start with the "origin" SID 7 and keep adding the above GIDs (i.e. SIDs that cross them) until the total name population

of all SIDs added so far is greater than a maximum population threshold, e.g. 50k (this guarantees that the surrounding
population does not get out of hand, i.e. exceeds the maximum set threshold).

[0039] Figure 4E shows the trimmed version of the SGS, considering the example shown in previous Figure 4D.
[0040] The next object in the geographical area hierarchy is the "grouping administrative city", GACID, which is designed
to represent a large area covering whole cities, or regions in a country that are connected by the city name and/or the
most significant part of the postal code. GACID may be constructed using the following algorithm:

- create a mapping between the prefix of the postcode, e.g. formed by the three first digits thereof, and the set of
cities having that postal code prefix;

- for each of the sets of cities determined above, the largest city from the set is picked and a mapping is created
between this largest city and all the other cities in the set.

[0041] In this manner, a mapping in the form: {city} -> {parentCity} is created, where each "parent city" defines the
center of a GACID; a single GACID being in fact a city X with all its surrounding cities (i.e. cities that have X as their
"parent city" in the GACID mapping).
[0042] Figures 5A and 5B show the actual representation of GACIDs for two exemplary countries, again Germany
and Poland.
[0043] The last element of the geographical area hierarchy is the whole territory or country, GLOBAL: in terms of the
person database 4, it simply means the whole database.
[0044] Indexing of the data contained in the person database 4, based on the hierarchy of geographic areas, is now
discussed in more details, referring also to Figure 6.
[0045] In particular, for each of the geographic area levels, here denoted with L, in the above hierarchy including (GID,
SGS, GACID, GLOBAL):

- at step 10, the person database 4 is split into a list of database objects PDB_L_1, ..., PDB_L_nL, where each of the
database objects PDB_L_i contains data from a respective geographic area L_i, with nL being the total number of
geographic areas in the respective area level L (for example, taking the person database 4 of Germany, there are:
∼500k GID database objects PDB_GID_i; 1m SGS database objects PDB_SGS_i; 600 GACID databases objects
PDB_GACID_i; and a single GLOBAL database/index PDB_GLOBAL);

- at step 12, two dictionary automatons (an "automaton" being a finite state machine that recognizes strings belonging
to a given dictionary, as will be detailed in the following) for each database object PDB_L_i are created, one for first
name tokens and the other one for last name tokens contained therein;

- at step 14, two index lists are created for each of the database object PDB_L_i: a first-name index list, including a
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list of sorted identifiers (recordIDs) of records in the person database 4 that contain given first name tokens; and a
last-name index list, including a list of sorted identifiers of records that contain given last name tokens (given that
a list is created for each of the first/last name tokens, in the end there are as many lists as there are tokens).

[0046] It is underlined that, in the above description, the term "database object PDB_L_i" is used conceptually: it does
not necessarily mean an element of a DBMS (DataBase Management System); it could as well be a file, an in-memory
data structure, or similar.
[0047] All of the above databases/index lists form the so called Person Index of the person database 4, wherein each
of the database objects PDB_L_i has exactly the same structure, for instance:

    {
         FNDict: {FRANK, MICHAEL, PETER, JOHN, ...}
         LNDict: {MEIER, SMITH, PETERS, ...}
         FN Index:
             FRANK → { id, id, id, ... }
             JOHN → { id, id, id, ... }
             MICHAEL → { id, id, id, ... }
             PETER → { id, id, id, ... }
         LN Index:
             MEIER → { id, id, id, ... }
             PETERS → { id, id, id, ... }
   } SMITH → { id, id, id, ... }

[0048] In particular, each database object PDB_L_i contains: a first-name dictionary, including the first name tokens
found in the respective geographic area; a last-name dictionary, including the last name tokens found in the respective
geographic area; and, for each given first name and each last name tokens, FN/LN index lists of the identifiers (recordIDs)
of the records in the person database 4 that contain the given first and last name tokens (above denoted, in general,
with "id").
[0049] The generated Person Index of the person database 4 allows to quickly identify and select similar records in
the person database 4, in response to an input query, the so called "index lookup" operation; this operation advantageously
combines the concept of extended ULA (which will be discussed in more details in the following), with the above concept
of the hierarchy of geographic areas.
[0050] In particular, two static Extended ULAs, EULA(1) and EULA(2) (that will be described in details in the following),
are implemented to find similar first/last names in the dictionary automatons of the database objects PDB_L_i (with
similarity with Levenshtein distance 1 and 2, respectively). In order to find exact first/last names (i.e. results with Lev-
enshtein distance 0), it is enough to perform a direct lookup in the FN/LN index lists, without the use of the EULA
implementation.
[0051] In details, and referring also to Figure 7, at step 20, an input request is received by the computing module 2,
including the person/address to be searched, including first name, last name and address of the person to be searched
in the person database 4.
[0052] At step 21, considering the address of the input request, based on the postal reference data, the city, SID, and
houseNumber of the address are found; that, in turn, allows to determine the actual GID, GSG, and GACID associated
to that address, i.e. the hierarchical geographical areas associated to the input address.
[0053] Having determined the GID, GSG, and GACID of the input address, a look-up at each of the geographical area
levels L is performed at step 22, to retrieve the respective PDB_L_i in the Person Index (here, "i" refers to the actual
GID, GSG, and GACID associated to the input request). For example, if the input request gives GID=5, GSG=10,
GACID=20, then PDB_GID_5, PDB_GSG_10, and PDB_GACID_20 are considered in the Person Index; obviously, in
the considered example, PDB_GLOBAL_1 does not need any lookup as there is only one GLOBAL PDB, corresponding
to the whole person database 4.
[0054] Next, at step 23, considering the firstName (FN) of the input request and the database objects PDB_L_i retrieved
for each of the geographical area levels L, a lookup for the first name FN is performed to retrieve respective first name
token hits, as follows:

- first names with Levenshtein distance 0 against the input firstName FN are firstly retrieved, performing a direct
lookup in the FN index lists of the database objects PDB_L_i;

- first names with Levenshtein distance 1 are retrieved, implementing the EULA(1) on the first name dictionaries of
the database objects PDB_L_i, according to the following expression: 
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- first names with Levenshtein distance 2 are retrieved, using the EULA(2), according to the following expression: 

[0055] Each fnc_L_0_j, fnc_L_1_j, fnc_L_2_j represents a respective name token hit at the respective hierarchical
level L, with Levenshtein distance 0, 1 or 2.
[0056] In a corresponding manner, considering the lastName (LN) of the input request, look-up for the last name LN
is performed to retrieve last name token hits, as follows:

- last names with distance 0 against the input lastName LN are firstly retrieved, performing a direct lookup in the LN
index lists of the PDB_L_i;

- last names with distance 1 are retrieved, using the EULA(1), according to the following expression: 

- last names with distance 2 are retrieved, using the EULA(2), according to the following expression: 

[0057] Again, each lnc_L_0_j, lnc_L_1_j, lnc_L_2_j represents a respective last name token hit at the respective
hierarchical level L, with Levenshtein distance 0, 1 or 2.
[0058] Afterwards, at step 24, using the FN/LN index lists in each of the PDB_L_i’s, lists of sorted database record
identifiers (RIDs) may be generated, for each of the first/last name token hits found in the previous step 23. In particular,
a respective index list of records is associated to each of the fnc_L_0_j, fnc_L_1_j, fnc_L_2_j and lnc_L_0_j, lnc_L_1_j,
lnc_L_2_j (each index list being at a respective hierarchical level L and for a respective Levenshtein distance 0, 1 or 2).
[0059] The results of the lookup procedure can therefore be summarized as follows:

GID hits

[0060]

dist 0 first names:
             FN -> { RID, ... }
         dist 0 last names:
             LN -> { RID, ... }
         dist 1 first names:
             fnc_GID_1_1 -> { RID, ... }
             fnc_GID_1_n -> { RID, ... }
         dist 1 last names
             lnc_GID_1_1 -> { RID, ... }
             lnc_GID_1_p -> { RID, ... }
         dist 2 first names
             fnc_GID_2_1 -> { RID, ... }
             fnc_GID_2_m -> { RID, ... }
         dist 2 last names
             lnc_GID_2_1 -> { RID, ... }
             lnc_GID_2_q -> { RID, ... }

SGS hits

[0061]

         dist 0 first names
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             FN -> { RID, ... }
         dist 0 last names
             LN -> { RID, ... }
         dist 1 first names
             fnc_SGS_1_1 -> { RID, ... }
             fnc_SGS_1_n -> { RID, ... }
         dist 1 last names
             lnc_SGS_1_1 -> { RID, ... }
             lnc_SGS_1_p -> { RID, ... }
         dist 2 first names
             fnc_SGS_2_1 -> { RID, ... }
             fnc_SGS_2_m -> { RID, ... }
         dist 2 last names
             lnc_SGS_2_1 -> { RID, ... }
             lnc_SGS_2_q -> { RID, ... }

GACID hits

[0062]

         dist 0 first names
             FN -> { RID, ... }
         dist 0 last names
             LN -> { RID, ... }
         dist 1 first names
             fnc_GACID_1_1 -> { RID, ... }
             fnc_GACID_1_n -> { RID, ... }
         dist 1 last names
           lnc_GACID_1_1 -> { RID, ... }
           lnc_GACID_1_p -> { RID, ... }
         dist 2 first names
             fnc_GACID_2_1 -> { RID, ... }
             fnc_GACID_2_m -> { RID, ... }
         dist 2 last names
             lnc_GACID_2_1 -> { RID, ... }
             lnc_GACID_2_q -> { RID, ... }

GLOBAL hits

[0063]

         dist 0 first names
             FN -> { RID, ... }
         dist 0 last names
             LN -> { RID, ... }
         dist 1 first names
             fnc_GLOBAL_1_1 -> { RID, ... }
             fnc_GLOBAL_1_n -> { RID, ... }
         dist 1 last names
             lnc_GLOBAL_1_1 -> { RID, ... }
             lnc_GLOBAL_1_p -> { RID, ... }
         dist 2 first names
             fnc_GLOBAL_2_1 -> { RID, ... }
             fnc_GLOBAL_2_m -> { RID, ... }
         dist 2 last names
             lnc_GLOBAL_2_1 -> { RID, ... }
             lnc_GLOBAL_2_q -> { RID, ... }

[0064] At step 25, all the above hit lists can be rearranged into two sets, one set for the first names and one set for
the last names. Each element of the sets is a hit list for a respective first/last name token hit, denoted in the following
by "token_GDIST_LDIST", to which two attributes are associated:
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- the geographic distance against the input address: GDIST (GID, SGS, GACID, or GLOBAL); and
- the Levenshtein distance against the input name: LDIST (0, 1, or 2) .

[0065] The two sets of hit lists (including respective index lists of database record identifiers RIDs) are the following:

FIRST NAME hits

[0066]

    {
         fnc_GDIST_LDIST_1 -> { RID, ... }
         fnc_GDIST_LDIST_N -> { RID, ... }
   }

LAST NAME hits

[0067]

    {
         lnc_GDIST_LDIST_1 -> { RID, ... }
         lnc_GDIST_LDIST_M -> { RID, ... }
   }

[0068] At step 26, outcomes of the lookup algorithm are determined, computing the intersections of the record identifiers
RIDs obtained picking one index list from first name hits and one list from last name hits.
[0069] There can be as many as NxM such outcomes (depending on the choice of FIRST NAME and LAST NAME
hit lists), N being the total number of first name hits and M the total number of last name hits. According to a possible
embodiment, only index lists with the same geographic distance may be picked to compute the above intersections, so
the useful number of combinations may be smaller.
[0070] In any case, the final outcome of the pickup algorithm (i.e. the result of the above intersections) are a number
of output records having associated therewith three output parameters:

- first name Levenshtein distance LDIST: (0, 1, or 2);
- last name Levenshtein distance LDIST: (0, 1, or 2); and
- geographic distance GDIST: (GID, SGS, GACID, or GLOBAL).

[0071] These output parameters allow to compute a weighted measure of similarity for each retrieved output record
(balancing the first/last name token Levenshtein distance with the geographical distance from the input request), at step
27.
[0072] The actual weights to be applied to each parameter depend on the actual application and the actual charac-
teristics of the data in the personal database. For example, if many errors are present in the first and last names of the
records, it may be convenient to apply lower-value weights to the Levenshtein distance LDIST, with respect to the
geographic distance GDIST, in the weighted measure of similarity.
[0073] The concept of extended ULA (EULA), used in the lookup algorithm for similarity searching of names in the
person database 4 is now discussed in more details.
[0074] The input to the ULA contains two elements:

- an input string (in the example previously discussed, the input first/last name to be searched);
- a database of strings to be searched in the form of a "dictionary automaton", i.e. a finite state machine that recognizes

strings belonging to a given dictionary (in the example previously discussed, the first-name or last-name dictionaries
in the database objects PDB_L_i).

[0075] With the above input, the ULA is configured to "traverse" the dictionary automaton (i.e. to move it from state to
state), where each state is either "accepting" or "not accepting" (i.e. the string seen so far belongs to the dictionary, or
not); this traversal is steered by the input string.
[0076] The output (after the traversal) is the subset of the searched database of strings, with given Levenshtein distance
with respect to the input string.
[0077] In particular, as discussed above, two ULAs are considered: ULA(1), which recognizes strings with Levenshtein
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distance 1 against a given input string, and ULA(2) which recognizes strings with Levenshtein distance 2 against the
given input string.
[0078] The generic concept of ULA does not take into account the language specific semantics. For example, taking
into account European languages, a replacement of a consonant into a different consonant (e.g. G -> P) generally has
a much higher weight than a replacement of two vowels (e.g. A -> E). Thus, a generic ULA would yield a lot of irrelevant
"hits" that indeed have the requested Levenshtein distance, but have very low "natural language similarity". Additionally,
when scanning large dictionaries, the lookup for all required hits with requested Levenshtein distance would decrease
runtime performance significantly.
[0079] As a further example, given the following database of strings (modeled in the ULA concept as a dictionary
automaton recognizing a given dictionary):
ZWIN, ZSIN, ZRIN, KAKIN, KAJN, KAJIN, GAN, GAZIN, GAWN, JATK, JATL, JATR, UJAN, OJIN, OJAN, JUAN, JOAN,
JIUN, JIEN, JIAN, JEAN, JAI, JAINAD, IJIN, IJAN, EJIN, AJIN, AJAN and the input string "JAIN", then all of the above
strings have Levenshtein distance 2 against the input string, thus all of them would be returned by ULA(2) as similar strings.
[0080] However, in the language context, only a subset of the above dictionary (marked in italics) contains actually
similar names to the input string; the remaining strings only pollute the results, decreasing their quality and, at the same
time, decreasing the runtime performance.
[0081] According to an aspect of the present solution, the extension of the ULA concept (providing the so called EULA)
therefore envisages at least one (preferably both) of:

- skipping traversal of the dictionary automaton, if a string constructed so far heuristically does not promise a close
enough hit (this allows to improve the quality of results and also to significantly improve performance on large
dictionaries); and

- if a match has been found (i.e. during the traversal, both the ULA and the dictionary automaton are in accepting
states), performing another heuristics allowing to discard results not close enough in a natural language context
(this allows to further improve the quality of results).

[0082] Skipping the traversal of the dictionary automaton is now discussed in more details.
[0083] The decision whether the traversal of the dictionary should be continued is based on the input string (here
denoted with R) and the string constructed so far (i.e. the prefix of the potential hit to be reached in the traversal, here
denoted with P).
[0084] At any point, the ULA keeps track of P and the possible next characters that can be appended to P (this
information is kept in the dictionary automaton): given a possible character "ch", the string C, defined as C=P+ch, is the
potential new prefix to be considered later in the traversal (starting from a first character, additional characters are each
time added during traversal, until a potential hit is found).
[0085] At this point in the algorithm, a number of heuristics are introduced that allows to discard or "trim" the entire C
"branch" of the dictionary automaton, in case the similarity between the input string R and the string C constructed so
far is not found to be promising for a potential hit; this greatly improves runtime performance and discards irrelevant hits.
[0086] The modification of the ULA algorithm is conceptually shown in the flow diagram of Figure 8.
[0087] At block 30, the original ULA algorithm is performed, based on the input string R and the dictionary automaton
(defining the "trie" of branching possibilities; a "trie" being a specialized tree-like structure for holding character strings
in a tree, see for example: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trie).
[0088] The heuristics performed by the proposed EULA are encapsulated in block 31 (receiving the input string and
the dictionary automaton state, i.e. the prefix P reached so far in the trie), in the "continue traversal" decision: a positive
decision keeps the original ULA algorithm functionality for the C branch of the dictionary; negative decision skips the
entire C branch and proceeds directly to the next character ch from the dictionary automaton to be appended to P, with
a next decision to continue or not the traversal.
[0089] The above discussed heuristics are based on the semantic properties of the language used; in general, these
heuristics are based on one or more of the following: the length of the input string R; the length of the string C reached
so far in the traversal; the total number of similar characters in the strings R and C, possibly considering also the position
of the characters in the strings; the number of similar vowels or consonants in the strings R and C. The heuristics may
also consider static reference structures relating to the semantics of the specific language, e.g. containing similarities
between consonants and/or vowels; commonly used combination of characters; and so on.
[0090] A possible embodiment of an algorithm that may be implemented in block 31 for the "continue traversal" decision
is now discussed in more details, also with reference to Figure 9.
[0091] In the following, Xi will denote the i-th character of a string X, starting from 0; type(ch) will denote the function
that returns "vowel" or "consonant" for a character ch.
[0092] First, at block 40, the 3-letter prefix mismatches (split into vowel and consonant mismatches) are computed,
by comparing the corresponding letters of the input string R against the string C reached so far in the traversal.
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[0093] In particular:

- R0!=C0 and R0!=C1 -> increase type(R0) mismatch count;
- R1!=C0 and R1!=C1 and R1!=C2 -> increase type(R1) mismatch count;
- R2!=C1 and R2!=C2 -> increase type(R2) mismatch count.

[0094] In other words, for each of the three first positions in the strings, the number of mismatches is counted according
to the above expressions, separately for the number of consonant and vowels mismatches.
[0095] The "continue traversal" decision (YES or NO) is made by the following algorithm (additional subroutines named
"sub_*" will be defined in the following, according to a possible implementation):

- at block 41, if the expression (length(C)=1 OR length (C) > 5 OR length (R)=1) is true, then the traversal continues
(decision is YES);

- otherwise, at block 42, if the expression (length(C)=2) is true, then the subroutine "sub_continueTraversalLength2"
is implemented to make the decision;

- otherwise, at block 43, if the expression (length(R)<=2) is true, then the traversal continues (decision is YES);
- otherwise, at block 44, if the number of consonant mismatches is higher than one (mismatchConsonants>1) or the

expression (R0!=C0 AND mismatchTotal=2) is true (where mismatchTotal denotes the total number of vowel and
consonant mismatches), then further traversal is skipped (decision is NO) ;

- otherwise, at block 45, if the expression (length(C)=3) is true, then the subroutine "sub_continueTraversalLength3"
is implemented to make the decision;

- otherwise, at block 46, it the expression (length(R)<=3) is true, then the traversal continues (decision is YES);
- otherwise, at block 47, if the expression (length(C)=4) is true, then the subroutine "sub_continueTraversalLength4"

is implemented to make the decision;
- otherwise, at block 48, if the expression (length(R)<=4) is true, then the traversal continues (decision is YES);
- otherwise, at block 49, the subroutine "sub_continueTraversalLength5" is implemented to make the decision.

[0096] The code for a possible implementation of the subroutines is presented below in Java language; however, there
are no Java-specific constructs/specifics used, thus the code can be treated as a pseudo-code illustrating the concept
that can be implemented in any computer language.
[0097] It is only noted that a simple implementation of String object (called ByteString) is used here: in this implemen-
tation, all characters are assumed to be bytes (ASCII uppercase letters); obvious subroutines (such as "consonant") are
skipped; in the pseudo-code below the input string (R) is denoted by "req", whereas the potential new prefix reached so
far (C) is denoted by "soFar"; the object "LetterMatches" contains the mismatch counts computed as discussed above.
[0098] The listings below also contain static reference structures (table "sims" and table "len4combinations") containing
similarities between letters and comparison parameters, according to a specific language semantics.
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[0099] The static reference table "sims" is constructed as follows:

     byte[][] sims = new byte[’Z’ + 1][’Z’ + 1];
     byte sim1 = 1, sim2 = 2;
     static
     {addSim(’B’, ’P’, sim1);
       addSim(’C’, ’K’, sim2);
       addSim(’I’, ’J’, sim2);
       addSim(’I’, ’Y’, sim2);
       addSim(’J’, ’Y’, sim2);
       addSim(’M’, ’N’, sim2);
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       addSim(’S’, ’Z’, sim2);
    }
     void addSim(char ch1, char ch2, byte sim)
     {
       sims[ch1][ch2] = sim;
       sims[ch2][ch1] = sim;
    }

[0100] The static reference table "len4combinations" is constructed as follows:

     boolean[][] len4combinations = //
        {
           //
           { false, true, true, false }, //
           { false, true, false, true }, //
           { true, false, true, false }, //
           { true, false, false, true }, //
           { true, true, false, false }, //
       }

[0101] As previously discussed, a further aspect of the proposed EULA envisages implementing further heuristics to
evaluate the matches found during the traversal.
[0102] In particular, when the EULA reaches an accepting state during the traversal of the dictionary automaton (i.e.
both the EULA and the dictionary automatons are in accepting states), the desired hit has been found (i.e. the string
from the dictionary automaton has requested Levenshtein distance against the input string). At this point, a "trimming"
is introduced, that discards the hits that are too far given the context of European languages and the problem domain
(i.e. the fact that first and last names of persons have to be retrieved with the search).
[0103] The trimming is based on a variety of heuristics on the input string R (denoted by tokenReq in the pseudo-code
below) and/or the found hit candidate C (denoted by tokenCand in the pseudo-code below), based on one or more of:
the Levenshtein distance parameter of the EULA; the letter matches computed in the previous steps (as discussed
above, considering consonant matches, vowel matches and total matches); the positions of the letter matches or mis-
matches in the strings R and C; the length of the same strings R and C (e.g. if their length is equal or different and, in
that case, the amount of difference is computed); and so on.
[0104] The decision whether to discard or skip a hit is encapsulated in the following routine denoted "isWrongMatch":
positive decision means that the hit will be discarded.
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[0105] The sub-routines of the main algorithm are presented below; the pseudo-code of these sub-routines also uses
some of the sub-routines described previously.
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[0106] The advantages that the described solution allows to achieve are clear from the foregoing description.
[0107] In particular, it is again underlined that the present solution allows to perform efficient and fast name selections
in large databases of person data; the quality of the retrieved results and at the same time the performance on large
dictionaries are vastly improved with respect to known solutions. The retrieved results are particularly strong against
any possible errors in the database records, such as due to human mistakes or technical problems.
[0108] In particular, the solution envisages exploitation of the specifics of person/company name data, with its semantic
and statistical knowledgebase; by concentrating on person/company data the results can be significantly better than
those of a generic approach, not tuned for person/company data. Geographical aspects of person/company data are
further exploited, thus achieving even higher quality results.
[0109] The solution affords real-time speed, with performance of e.g. max 100 ms per single request, with an average
well below 100 ms.
[0110] The solution discussed can be implemented, with possible modifications to the applied semantics heuristics
and geolocation attributes, to any database, irrespective of the country or language. Thanks to this "functional scalability",
the solution may be easily adapted for use in different countries, cross-Europe, and globally. Specific "modules" can
encapsulate geo-specific knowledge base (geo-locations for a specific country, its population statistical data, specific
semantic rules, etc.).
[0111] Moreover, the solution does not require complex and hard to maintain computer systems and offers instead
simplicity of operation and maintenance.
[0112] The solution also offers full technical scalability in aspects of speed, throughput, and data volume: in case of
growing traffic and/or data volume, the only requirement for keeping the service level unchanged is to increase hardware
resources (without changes to the system).
[0113] Finally, it is clear that modifications and variations may be applied to the solution described and shown, without
departing from the scope of the appended claims.
[0114] In particular, in order to eliminate very small differences between name tokens that in real life are mostly ignored
and treated as "common typos" (such as René/Rene, Mustermann/Musterman), and to eliminate language diacritic
characters, an aspect of the present solution may envisage performing the so-called "match-coding" on the original
name tokens. In this manner, name tokens are left as ASCII characters, and the EULA concept has only to perform
"meaningful" work, i.e. detecting "true" typos and mistakes; the lookup algorithm may thus operate on the matchcoded
version of the original data tokens. Any known match-coding techniques may be implemented (in a manner not discussed
in details herein).
[0115] Moreover, it is underlined that further and/or different algorithms and heuristics for the "continue traversal"
decision in the algorithm may be implemented, e.g. according to specific semantics of the language or properties of the
country.

Claims

1. A computer system (1), comprising a computing unit designed to be coupled to a database (4) of person data storing
a plurality of records, each record including at least respective person name data and respective address location
data, the computing unit being configured to retrieve from the database (4) output records matching an input request,
including at least a name and an address to be searched, based on a combined evaluation of name similarity
between the respective person name data and the name to be searched and geographic proximity between the
respective address location data and the address to be searched,
wherein the computing unit is configured to:

implement indexing of the database records based on geo-coordinate attributes derived from the respective
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address location data;
evaluate the geographic proximity as a function of said geo-coordinate attributes; and
evaluate the name similarity based on Levenshtein distance implementing an extended Universal Levenshtein
Automata configured to take into account language specific semantics.

2. The system according to claim 1, wherein the database (4) relates to a geographic territory, and the computing unit
is configured to divide said geographic territory in a plurality of geolocation areas (GID, SGS, GACID, GLOBAL) at
different hierarchical geographic area levels (L); said geo-coordinate attributes being based on the records belonging
to a respective geolocation area at a respective hierarchical geographic area level.

3. The system according to claim 2, configured to implement indexing of the database records by:

for each of the hierarchical geographic area levels (L), splitting the database (4) into a set of database objects
(PDB_L_i), wherein each of the database object contains data of records from a respective geographic area at
the respective hierarchical geographic area level;
for each database object (PDB_L_i), creating: two dictionary automatons (FNDict, LNDict), one for first name
tokens and one for last name tokens based on the person name data of the respective records; and two index
lists, a first-name index list, including a list of sorted identifiers of records in the database (4) that contain the
respective first name tokens; and a last name index list, including sorted identifiers of records in the database
(4) that contain the respective last name tokens.

4. The system according to claim 3, configured to retrieve the output records, by performing an index lookup procedure
in the index lists of the database objects (PDB_L_i), based on the name and the address of the input request;
wherein the index lookup procedure includes:

based on the address of the input request, determining corresponding geolocation areas at each of said re-
spective hierarchical geographic area levels (L);
determining the database objects (PDB_L_i) related to the corresponding geolocation areas;
for each database object (PDB_L_i), retrieving, based on a first name (FN) and a last name (LN) of the input
request, respective first name and last name token hits in the first name and last name dictionaries (FNDict,
LNDict), based on name similarity implementing the extended Universal Levenshtein Automata at a number of
Levenshtein distances;
for each of the first name and last name token hits, retrieving the associated lists of sorted identifiers of records
in the database, wherein two attributes are associated to each list: the geographic distance against the input
address; and the Levenshtein distance against the input name.

5. The system according to claim 4, configured to retrieve output records, by further:

computing intersections of the identifiers obtained picking one list from a first name token hits and one list from
a last name token hits; and
computing a measure of similarity for each record identified by the intersection, based on a weighted combination
of the first/last name token Levenshtein distance with the geographical distance from the input request.

6. The system according to claim 4 or 5, wherein the computing unit is configured to implement the extended Universal
Levenshtein Automata for traversing the first name and last name dictionaries (FNDict, LNDict) and identify the first
name and last name token hits with respect to an input string (R) associated to the first and last name to be searched;
wherein the computing unit is further configured to:

skip traversal of the first name and last name dictionaries (FNDict, LNDict), if a string (C) constructed so far
does not promise a hit according to heuristics based on the language specific semantics; and
if a match has been found during the traversal, performing further heuristics allowing to discard results based
on the language specific semantics.

7. The system according to claim 6, wherein the heuristics are based on one or more of the following: the length of
the input string (R); the length of the string (C) reached so far in the traversal; the total number of similar characters
in the strings; the positions of similar and different in the strings; the number of similar vowels and/or consonants
in the strings.
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8. The system according to claim 7, wherein the heuristics are also designed to consider static reference structures
relating to the language specific semantics, containing at least similarities between consonants and/or vowels and
commonly used combination of characters.

9. A computer method, for retrieving output records matching an input request from a database (4) of person data
storing a plurality of records, each record including at least respective person name data and respective address
location data, wherein the input request includes at least a name and an address to be searched and retrieving is
based on a combined evaluation of name similarity between the respective person name data and the name to be
searched and geographic proximity between the respective address location data and the address to be searched,
wherein the method further comprises:

implementing indexing of the database records based on geo-coordinate attributes derived from the respective
address location data;
evaluating the geographic proximity as a function of said geo-coordinate attributes; and
evaluating the name similarity based on Levenshtein distance implementing an extended Universal Levenshtein
Automata, configured to take into account language specific semantics.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the database (4) relates to a geographic territory; further comprising
dividing said geographic territory in a plurality of geolocation areas (GID, SGS, GACID, GLOBAL) at different hier-
archical geographic area levels (L); said geo-coordinate attributes being based on the records belonging to a re-
spective geolocation area at a respective hierarchical geographic area level.

11. The method according to claim 10, wherein implementing indexing of the database records comprises:

for each of the hierarchical geographic area levels (L), splitting the database (4) into a set of database objects
(PDB_L_i), wherein each of the database object contains data of records from a respective geographic area at
the respective hierarchical geographic area level;
for each database object (PDB_L_i), creating: two dictionary automatons (FNDict, LNDict), one for first name
tokens and one for last name tokens based on the person name data of the respective records; and two index
lists, a first-name index list, including a list of sorted identifiers of records in the database (4) that contain the
respective first name tokens; and a last name index list, including sorted identifiers of records in the database
that contain the respective last name tokens.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein retrieving the output records comprises performing an index lookup
procedure in the index lists of the database objects (PDB_L_i), based on the name and the address of the input
request; wherein performing the index lookup procedure comprises:

based on the address of the input request, determining corresponding geolocation areas at each of said re-
spective hierarchical geographic area levels (L);
determining the database objects (PDB_L_i) related to the corresponding geolocation areas;
for each database object (PDB_L_i), retrieving, based on a first name (FN) and a last name (LN) of the input
request, respective first name and last name token hits in the first name and last name dictionaries (FNDict,
LNDict), based on name similarity implementing the extended Universal Levenshtein Automata at a number of
Levenshtein distances;
for each of the first name and last name token hits, retrieving the associated lists of sorted identifiers of records
in the database, wherein two attributes are associated to each list: the geographic distance against the input
address; and the Levenshtein distance against the input name.

13. The method according to claim 12, wherein retrieving the output records further comprises:

computing intersections of the identifiers obtained picking one list from a first name token hits and one list from
a last name token hits; and
computing a measure of similarity for each record identified by the intersection, based on a weighted combination
of the first/last name token Levenshtein distance with the geographical distance from the input request.

14. The method according to claim 12 or 13, further comprising implementing the extended Universal Levenshtein
Automata for traversing the first name and last name dictionaries (FNDict, LNDict), and identifying the first name
and last name token hits with respect to an input string (R) associated to the first and last name to be searched;
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further comprising:

skipping traversal of the first name and last name dictionaries (FNDict, LNDict), if a string (C) constructed so
far does not promise a hit according to heuristics based on the language specific semantics; and
if a match has been found during the traversal, performing further heuristics allowing to discard results based
on the language specific semantics.

15. A computer program, comprising instructions which, when the program is executed by a computing module, cause
the computing module to execute the method according to any one of claims 9-14.
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